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The mix makes the difference
Verden Auction in January
Verden. The Online Auction in January on Saturday, January 23rd, is a lively start
to the Verden auction year. The offer is high class. 54 selected riding horses for
all requirements are waiting for new owners. The first bids can be placed from
January 17th onwards, before the bidding starts six days later at 2 pm. The
auction horses can be tried out in Verden from now on after making an
appointment by telephone.

It is the mix that makes the difference, and so the collection includes interesting young
top athletes for dressage, show jumping and eventing as well as double-disposed
youngsters and leisure partners. The start is made by a former Verden auction foal.
Already in May 2015, Friedrich Schiller by Finest/Desperados (breeder: Henning
Schulze, Tiddische, exhibitor: Aldrie Consultants AB, Sweden) was sold to Sweden. Six
years later, the black stallion, already successful in competitions, leads the collection
with his extraordinary movement capacity with head number 1. The first talented show
jumper is Pokerface by Perigueux/Earl (breeder: Klaus Heinrich Brinkmann,
Heeslingen) with the head number 3. With his rider Kilian Kraft, who is only 17 years
old, the likeable show jumper owned by Daniel Weinrauch, Cologne, has already
achieved placings up to class A**. Pokerface's granddam, Singular's Queen, sired the
internationally successful licensed stallion Cantolar by Canstakko, who was ridden by
the Norwegian Stein Endresen.

It will be possible to try out the horses in compliance with the applicable distance and
hygiene regulations. The auction will take place online. The first presentation on
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Saturday, January 16th, will be broadcast live on the internet as well as the presentation
on Wednesday, January 20th, and the free jumping on Friday, January 22nd.

Collection and further information: www.hannoveraner.com and www.verdener-auktiononline.com.

